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OUTLINE OF SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF ASHE MORGAN
Introduction
1. These submissions are made on behalf of AM Harbour Town Nominee Pty
Ltd (Ashe Morgan) in response to the West Gate Tunnel Project (WGTP)
which is proposed by the Western Distributor Authority (WDA).

2. Ashe Morgan is the registered owner of the Harbour Town Shopping Centre
and O’Brien Group Arena1 located at Docklands, as well as the immediately
surrounding vacant land, collectively known as “Harbour Town”.

3. As shown on the plan in Figure 1 below (a full size copy of which is in
“Attachment A” to this submission), Harbour Town forms part of Dockland’s
Waterfront City Precinct (Waterfront City). Development Victoria2 describes
Waterfront City as:

...a world-class retail, entertainment, residential, commercial and leisure
precinct just two kilometres from the CBD. It offers an alternative to high1

Formerly known as the Medibank Icehouse.
http://www.places.vic.gov.au/precincts-and-development/docklands-victoria/docklandsprecincts/waterfront-city
2
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rise living in Docklands, with architecturally designed apartments and
townhouses with private garden settings.
Figure 1: Location of Harbour Town within Waterfront City

4. Key features of Waterfront City include:
a. Melbourne Star Observation Wheel;
b. Harbour Town Shopping Centre3;
c. O’Brien Group Arena4;
d. Costco; and
e. the recently approved Marriot International Hotel, a $200 Million
development which will be located in the airspace immediately above
the Harbour Town Shopping Centre.
5. Docklands consists of 190 hectares of land (including 44 hectares of water)5.
Waterfront City is 19 hectares in size. Harbour Town occupies almost 11
hectares within Waterfront City. The Harbour Town landholding represents
approximately:
a. 60% of Waterfront City6; and
b. 8% of the entire Docklands land area.
3
4
5
6

Which is owned by Ashe Morgan.
Which is owned by Ashe Morgan.
being a land area of 146 hectares

as it was originally defined in the Waterfront City Outline Development Plan, 2003.
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6. Harbour Town has boundaries to Footscray Road, Pearl River Road and
Docklands Drive. Immediately across from Harbour Town’s Footscray Road
frontage is the E-Gate precinct.
7. As will be detailed later in this submission7, since it acquired Harbour Town in
2014, Ashe Morgan has invested over $300 Million in order to reactivate and
reviatilise the existing retail precinct (including significant capital
improvements to the existing Harbour Town Shopping Centre).

8. Ashe Morgan does not oppose the WGTP in principle.

9. Ashe Morgan’s submissions raise specific issues that relate to Harbour Town
and the impact of the WGTP on Habour Town. State and local planning policy
acknowledge that the successful redevelopment of Harbour Town is integral
to the regeneration of Waterfront City and the Docklands generally. As such,
Ashe Morgan seeks to ensure that the WGTP in its present proposed form,
does not preclude its ability to successfully redevelop Harbour Town as part
of the broader regeneration of Waterfront City.

10. Ashe Morgan also acknowledges that the WGTP is a project of state
significance. Nevertheless, the WGTP should consider and appropriately
respond to expectations created by Melbourne Planning Scheme and Plan
Melbourne for Harbour Town and Waterfront City (which are pre-existing
projects of state significance in their own right).

11. On 26 May 2017, the Minister appointed the WGTP Inquiry and Advisory
Committee (IAC).

12. The tasks of the IAC include the following:
Consider and where relevant, investigate in relation to the Project
(i)

the magnitude, likelihood and significance of adverse and beneficial
environmental effects;

(ii)

the adequacy of the proposed environmental management
framework, including the proposed environmental performance

7

See paragraphs 21 to 25 of this submission.
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requirements and environmental management measures contained in
the EES, with reference to the applicable legislation and policy;
(iii)

the adequacy of WAA No S0100269, with reference to applicable
legislation and policy

(iv)

the adequacy of the impact assessment and whether the proposed
environmental performance requirements are capable of being met;

(v)

feasible modifications to the design of the Project within or
reasonably proximate to the Project boundary that could offer
demonstrably superior outcomes8;

(vi)

all submissions made to the Inquiry in relation to any matters set out
in paragraphs 13(e)(i) to (v) above, and

(vii)

any matters reasonably incidental to the matters set out in
paragraphs 13(e)(i) to (v) above.

13. On 6 July 2017 Ashe Morgan made a submission to the IAC in which it raised
the following issues:
(a) Issue No. 1: That the project provide a Right Turn from
Footscray Road into Pear River Road;
(b) Issue No. 2: That the project provide a connection between
North Melbourne Train Station and Harbour Town;
(c) Issue No. 3: That the project identify its precise boundaries
along the shared footpath on Footscray Road, so as to not
encroach on the Ashe Morgan development site, and minimize
visual impact on future development of the Ashe Morgan
Development site; and
(d) Issue No. 4: That the entry gate for construction vehicles
using the E-Gate compound be re-located to encourage
construction traffic to use Footscray Road

14. In respect of Issue No. 3:
a. Enquiries are being made by WDA to establish the precise alignment
of the shared footpath along the Footscray Road boundary of Harbour
Town; and whether acquisition will be required in order to facilitate this
proposed alignment.

8
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b. If acquisition is required, it is submitted that the IAC should
recommend the imposition of a Public Acquisition Overlay over the
relevant strip of the Harbour Town land.
c. If, the WDA elect to remove the encroachment from the Harbour Town
land, so that it is contained entirely within the road reserve, it is
submitted that this should be encapsulated in a recommendation of
the IAC.

15. In respect of Issue No. 4:
a. during the course of the hearing and at the time of drafting these
submissions it is apparent that the WDA acknowledge that the entry
gate for construction vehicles can be relocated to the signalized
intersection of Footscray Road and Waterfront Way, at the time the
Construction Management Plans are prepared.
b. It is submitted that the IAC should recommend this relocation, in order
to address Ashe Morgan’s concerns.
16. On the basis of the resolution of Issues No. 3 and 49, these submissions will
focus on Issues No. 1 and 210, which remain outstanding.

17. It is Ashe Morgan’s submission that feasible modifications (of a minor nature
when considered in the overall context of the project) can be made to the
design of the WGTP which would both:
a. address its concerns in respect of Issue No. 1 and Issue No. 2; and
b. result in demonstrably superior planning outcome, which would in turn
result in the:
i. more efficient and effective urban renewal of Harbour Town
and Water City; and
ii. better integration of these precincts and Docklands generally
into the Melbourne CBD.

18. Ashe Morgan relies on the evidence of Mr Chris Butler (traffic) and Mr Justin
Madden (Urban Design/Architecture) in support of its submission.

9

As set out in paragraphs 13(c) and 13(d).
As set out in paragraphs 13(a) and 13(b).
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Background to Harbour Town

19. Ashe Morgan acquired Harbour Town in late 2014.

20. Harbour Town currently compromises of 42,000 square metres of
development, including the Harbour Town Shopping Centre and O’Brien
Group Arena. The current principal uses of the precinct are: –
a. retail (fashion apparel);
b. food and dining;
c. entertainment;
d. early learning centre;
e. a collaborative art production / gallery space); and
f.

offices and medical centre.

21. Since it has acquired Harbour Town, Ashe Morgan has taken significant steps
to revitalise the existing Harbour Town Shopping Centre. To date, Ashe
Morgan has:
a. prepared a new master plan for the Harbour Town precinct (which will
shortly be relaunched as “The District”);
b. obtained the following eight (8) planning permits and has two (2)
further planning permit applications on foot, which have a total
estimated development cost of $253 Million as set out in the table
below. The most significant elements of this development program
already under construction include a supermarket and fresh food hall
valued at $50 Million and a cinema complex valued at $45 Million11.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

DEVELOPMENT COST

HARBOUR TOWN CAPITAL WORKS PLANNING PERMITS

Mall Canopy

$16,000,000 (under construction)

Supermarket and Food Hall Project
(TP2015-1091)

$50,000,000 (under construction)

Docklands Drive Entry to Wharf Street

$2,000,000 (under construction)

Docklands Drive Entry to Star Crescent

$2,000,000 (under construction)

11

See yellow highlight in table above for details.
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Cinema Project
(TP2015-1175/A)

$50,000,000 (under construction)

Storm Water Diversion

$1,000,000 (under construction)

Studio Lane Canopy

$8,000,000 (under construction)

1B-6 Office (above N E retail)

$40,000,000
(planning
permit
Construction to commence late 2018)

application)

DEVELOPMENT SITE CAPITAL WORKS PLANNING APPLICATION

Toyota / Lexus Showrooms and Commercial Office
(Agreement for Lease executed)

$80,000,000
(planning
permit
Construction to commence late 2018)

application

ROADWORKS CAPITAL WORKS PERMIT

Approximate development costs for the left in to Little
Docklands Drive (with supermarket). Waterfront Way
Initial Works (remove parallel parking), full / partial
closure of Waterfront Way (i.e. Hardware Lane),
relocation of the Costco wombat crossing, Pearl
River Road modifications / car parking bays, right
hand turn into Pearl River Road, North Melbourne
Station Connection and the West Melbourne
Structure Plan.

$4,000,000

TOTAL :

$253,000,000

c. constructed new canopy roofs over Star Crescent, Wharf Street and
Studio Lane, which form part of the existing Habrour Town Shopping
Centre;
d. constructed new pedestrian entries to Docklands Drive opposite the
free tram zone;
e. constructed and opened the Giraffe Early Learning Centre (150
places) in 2016;
f.

secured a major international retail tenant, H&M, who will be opening
its store (consisting of an area of 2,350 square metres net lettable
area) in late 2017.

22. Ashe Morgan’s long-term vision for Harbour Town is to revitalize and expand
the existing precinct and to develop the surrounding vacant land. It intends to
create a major mixed use urban renewal precinct including an additional
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190,000 square metres development between Footscray Road and
Waterfront Way offering employment, shopping and living space.

23. The above vision is entirely consistent with local and State planning policy for
Harbour Town and Waterfront City, as will be detailed later in this submission.
24. To assist the IAC, Ashe Morgan has prepared a Development Staging
Diagram which illustrates the proposed future development program for
Harbour Town (Staging Plan). The Staging Plan is attached to this
submission as “Attachment B”.

25. Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the redevelopment of Harbour Town as shown on the
Staging Plan is currently underway and includes a Cinema Complex (now
under construction), Fresh Food Market and Supermarket, Car Showroom
and Service Centre and an office development with an estimated total value
of $180 million.
26. In order to link the existing Harbour Town Shopping Centre (Stage 0 on the
Staging Plan) and Stages 2 and 3 on the Staging Plan, Ashe Morgan
proposes the pedestrianisation of that section of Waterfront Way between
these stages of the development.
Applicable Planning Controls - Harbour Town

27. Harbour Town is:
a. subject to the City of Melbourne Planning Scheme.
b. included in the Docklands Zone - Schedule 6 (DZ6), Business Park
Precinct.

28. The purposes of the Docklands Zone include;
•

To ensure that development takes into account of the relationship
of the Melbourne Docklands area to the Central Activities District
and policies relating to the future development of the Central
Activities District and other parts of the capital city.
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•

To encourage visual and physical linkages between
Melbourne Docklands and adjacent areas12, in particular the
Central Activities District.

29. The specific purposes of DZ6 (Business Park Precinct) are to:
•

provide for a range of commercial, residential, recreational,
educational, technology and business and leisure uses within a mixed
use precinct.

•

provide for a range of active and people orientated uses at the lower
levels of buildings that are complementary of residential uses.

•

acknowledge the retention of port related activities west of Bolte
Bridge.

30. As Harbour Town forms part Waterfront City, it is also subject to a
Development Plan Overlay (DPO), which confirms that the Waterfront City
Outline Development Plan 15 September 2003 (WCODP), is the approved
development plan for Waterfront City and gives effect to the WCODP.
31. The WCODP13 includes the following description of Waterfront City:

The Waterfront City development is a destinational retail and entertainment
experience with commercial, residential and various other mixed uses that
while creating a sense of place for local and visitors with its unique
waterfront, blends into the existing urban fabric of Melbourne.

The Outline Development Plan sets a framework for creating a “sense of
place” and in so doing, remains a flexible framework which can adapt to
changing market, social and demographic conditions.

32. Clause 1.1 of the WCODP identifies the role of the WCODP as follows:
•

Role of the Outline Development Plan.
The Outline Development Plan sets a flexible framework from which
the development of Waterfront City (WFC) at Melbourne Docklands
will evolve. The development will evolve organically, enabling it to

12
13

Our emphasis added.
See page 3 of the WCODP
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reflect the existing urban fabric of Melbourne and yet respond
favourably towards its unique waterfront location.
It outlines a number of guidelines to assist the development of WFC
in relation to the planning vision for the site.

33. Clause 1.2 of the WCODP sets out the following principal aims of
development within Waterfront City:
•

The principal aims of the Waterfront City Development is [sic] to
provide a unique, mixed use retail and entertainment waterfront
destination for all locals and visitors to enjoy. It aims to be a world
class destination that reflects the urban character of Melbourne
whilst providing a place that is fun, relaxing and vibrant. Waterfront
City Holdings (WCH) and the Docklands Authority aim to achieve a
viable and sustainable development. In pursuing this the key drivers
of WCH are;
1. To exhibit excellent design standards and public
amenity.
2. To facilitate the integration of the developments with
adjoining land owners.

34. It is clear that the Melbourne Planning Scheme designates Waterfront City (of
which Harbour Town forms a key component) as a critical lynch pin of the
commercial and entertainment function of Docklands, which is in itself a
project of State significance.

35. Plan Melbourne has also identified the urban renewal of Docklands and its
integration into the Melbourne CBD as integral to continued growth of
Melbourne towards 2050. The relevant policies, read as follows:

Policy 1.1.1
Support the central city to become Australia’s largest
commercial and residential centre by 2050
The central city has some of Australia’s largest and most globally connected
financial and professional services businesses (particularly in the CBD,
Docklands, Southbank and St Kilda Road). It has a highly diverse economic
base, with strengths in health and medical research, education, retail,
creative industries, tourism and port-related activities.
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Over the past two decades, employment has grown significantly in the central
city, with office floor space increasing by 1.4 million square metres since
2000. Docklands has seen much of this growth. Residential growth has also
increased in the central city.

Policy 1.1.2
Plan for the redevelopment of major urban renewal
precincts in and around the central city to deliver high-quality, distinct and
diverse neighbourhoods offering a mix of uses
Major urban renewal precincts such as Southbank and Docklands have
created opportunities for the city to grow and accommodate more jobs and
housing. Opportunities still exist in Southbank and Docklands as well as
other priority precincts such as Fishermans Bend, Arden and Macaulay.

Issue No. 1: Right Hand Turn Pearl River Road

36. The WCODP sets out a preferred framework for pedestrian and vehicular
access within Waterfront City.

37. Specifically in relation to traffic planning, Clause 2.1 of the WCODP
(Circulation and Access) sets out the following:

2.1.1 Concepts and Principles
The network for pedestrians and vehicular access and circulation will be
designed to allow people visiting, working and living within WFC to enjoy
convenient and efficient physical linkages between different land uses
throughout the Greater Melbourne precinct, as well as integrating with the
broader Melbourne Docklands area, Central Business District and Greater
Melbourne.

The road network is designed to provide north-south movement through the
site as well as east-west connections from key advantage points and existing
road networks that border the site. This creates a permeable precinct where
movement is effectively facilitated to ensure the success of land uses,
particularly the retail and commercial frontages14. It is also important that
linkages with the car parking areas are achieved to make the most of the
facilities provided.

14

Our emphasis added.
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38. Clause 2.1.3.1 of the WCODP (Circulation and Access) sets out the proposed
access from the arterial road network as follows:
A Footscray Road/City Link Westbound Exit Ramp/ Access Road A; fully
directional signalized intersection.

39. In his witness statement Mr Chris Butler acknowledges that with respect to
the intersection of Footscray Road and Pearl River Road:

…As a result of the increased number of lanes, the construction plans
indicate that there will not be enough width provided atop the consolidated
deck to provide any future dedicated right turn treatment into Pear River
Road from Footscray Road (West South)15

40. In the Conclave Report (Document 59) Mr Butler advised that the proposed
downgrading of Waterfront Way (to achieve a significantly improved place
making within the Harbour Town precinct), would make the right hand turn
into Pearl River Road critical to the traffic management to Harbour Town and
the Dockland precincts beyond.

41. It follows that the loss of the right hand turn lane at Pearl River Road
compromises the intent of the Melbourne Planning Scheme to deliver critical
commercial elements of Waterfront City (of which Harbour Town forms an
integral part), being an urban renewal project of state significance.. In other
words, the loss of the Pearl River Road right hand turn eliminates the western
access to Harbour Town and the Docklands precincts beyond (film studios,
Ron Barassi oval and the New Quay Precinct).

42. Given that both the Waterfront City and the WGTP are projects of state
significance, it is submitted that the IAC should, conduct a balancing exercise
of the disbenefits to Waterfront City as a consequence of the WGTP.

43. In this context, Mr Butler has prepared a concept layout plan showing how a
right turn into Pearl River Road could be incorporated in to the WGTP. Mr
Butler notes that it could be achieved with a reduction in the indicative lane

15
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widths of 3.5 metres to 3.2 metres. Ashe Morgan submits that such a
modification is feasible and would result in a superior traffic outcome.

44. Further, it is important to note that as part of the conclave process Mr Butler
informed Mr Kirikiadis and Mr Duarte, that he had performed a SIDRA
analysis which took into account a right turn into Pear River Road. This
analysis showed an acceptable level of service at the AM and PM peaks.

45. Mr Kiriakids in his oral evidence expressed the view set out in the conclave
notes, with respect to back queuing, and stated further that he did not believe
modeling of a right turn of the intersection was necessary (without providing
any detailed explanation as to why this was the case).

46. In its written submission to the IAC, VicRoads has submitted that no
recommendation should be made requiring further consideration of, or
supporting a right hand turn from Footscray Road into Pearl River Road. The
VicRoads submission states further that it is unclear whether any right turn is
required.

47. In response to VicRoads, it is submitted that the desirability of, not the
necessity for a right turn at Pearl River Road has been recognized since the
adoption of the WCODP in 2003.

48. It is submitted that the IAC should recommend that the right turn into Pearl
River Road form part of the WGTP on the basis that it represents a feasible
modification to the project. It would significantly facilitate an urban renewal
project of state significance (Waterfront City) at the cost of an insignificant
reduction in the level of service of Footscray Road, which would have no
material or detrimental bearing on the WGTP.
49. Alternatively, if the IAC is not minded to specifically recommend that the right
hand turn into Pearl River Road form part of the WGTP, it should at the very
least, make a recommendation that nothing in the WGTP should preclude the
ability to facilitate a right hand turn into Pearl River Road in the future.
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Issue No. 2: Pedestrian Connection between North Melbourne Station and
Waterfront City

50. One of the tasks for bidders of the WGTP was to demonstrate that the
proposed design does not preclude a pedestrian connection (of
approximately 460 metres in length) between North Melbourne Train Station
and Docklands (North Melbourne / Docklands Link). Ashe Morgan submits
that the present design does not adequately evaluate or demonstrate how
such a connection is not precluded.

51. In his Strategic Planning Assessment Report to the Inquiry Mr Michael
Barlow, who assessed the impact of the Project on Urban Renewal and Key
Sites, appears to support the North Melbourne / Docklands Link: ;

“Harbourtown is located within the Waterfront City Outline Development
Plan 2003. This ODP was approved under the provisions of the then
Melbourne Docklands Area Planning Provisions and used to guide the
development of this precinct.
The area is located within the Business Park Precinct of the Dockland’s
Zone…..
The area is also subject to a Design Development Overlay (specifying a
preferred maximum height of 45 metres) and a Development Plan Overlay
that gives effect to the Waterfront City Outline Development Plan 2003.
Development for commercial, residential and allied purposes is generally
permitted.
The concept of linking North and West Melbourne to Docklands (at the
Waterfront City precinct) with an active transport connection has been
associated with every major concept plan previously developed for the
adjacent E-Gate site.16
52. A document headed “Linkages between Docklands and North Melbourne”
was tendered to the Inquiry as Document 32.

16
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53. As noted above17, one of the key purposes of the Docklands Zone is to
encourage visual and physical linkages between Melbourne Docklands and
adjacent areas. In order to achieve this purpose, the preferred design of the
WGTP should not delay or preclude the ability to deliver North Melbourne /
Docklands Link.

54. It is acknowledged that IAC recommendations relating to the North Melbourne
/ Docklands Link are on the borderline between modifications of the project
and modifications to the project. However, in view of the weight of planning
policy support for a pedestrian connection from Waterfront City to North
Melbourne Station, the IAC should, at the very least, ensure that the
opportunity to create the North Melbourne / Docklands Link is not precluded
by the preferred design of WGTP. Further, the IAC should recommend any
necessary amendments to the design to protect the future delivery of the
North Melbourne / Docklands Link, at the earliest opportunity.

55. In his report to the IAC, Mr Justin Madden identifies two key constraints to the
future delivery of the North Melbourne / Docklands Link. The first constraint
for a North Melbourne / Docklands Link is the provision of 5.4 metre
clearance over the new extension to Wurundjeri Way. The second constraint
is achieving a mobility compliant gradient from North Melbourne Station,
across the entire E-Gate site, and at its connection to Footscray Road.

56. To assist the IAC, Mr Madden has prepared two diagrams which demonstrate
how the North Melbourne / Docklands Link could be delivered either ‘Over
Wurundjeri Way’ or ‘Under Wurundjeri Way’ (Link Diagrams) in order to
overcome the above mentioned constraints. The Link Diagrams are attached
to this submission as “Attachment C”.

57. It is submitted that in addressing these constraints the IAC should
recommend that:

a. That the West Gate Tunnel Project Authority coordinate the concept
design of the Wurundjeri Way extension and the proposed North

17
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Melbourne / Docklands Link18 with relevant parties including the
appropriate government agencies, taking into account the significant
site constraints of the pre-existing infrastructure including but not
limited to :
i. The relative level of North Melbourne Station RL +6.0m;
ii. The relative level over the RRL RL +11.5m decreasing towards
the North;
iii. The proposed relative level of Wurundjeri Way extension RL =
+14.0m increasing towards the North; and
iv. The relative level over Footscray road. RL = +6.9m
v. All at a gradient that allow for the Link to be DDA compliant at
a grade of 1:33.

b. That the West Gate Tunnel Project Authority coordinate the delivery
scheduling and construction program of the Wurundjeri Way extension
and the proposed North Melbourne / Docklands Link19 with relevant
parties including the appropriate government agencies, taking into
account the significant site constraints of the pre-existing
infrastructure including in order to not preclude to site access to the
North Melbourne / Docklands Link20 throughout the timing of the
WGTP delivery program.

Chris Canavan QC
Miguel Belmar

Instructed by Arnold Bloch Leibler, Lawyers & Advisers
31 August 2017

18

being the North Melbourne Station to Harbour City pedestrian link
being the North Melbourne Station to Harbour City pedestrian link
20
being the North Melbourne Station to Harbour City pedestrian link
19
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ATTACHMENT A: PLAN IDENTIFYING LOCATION OF HARBOUR TOWN
WITHIN WATERFRONT CITY
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ATTACHMENT B: HARBOUR TOWN STAGING PLAN
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ATTACHMENT C: LINK DIAGRAMS
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